
Version Control with Git
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Requirements

1. Git Bash Installed - Git bash: Definition, 

commands, & getting started | Atlassian

2. GitHub account created

3. Spirit of adventure

4. Cup of coffee/tea/protein drink

5. Willingness to roll with it when stuff is 

not working or breaks

https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/obsolete_technology.png

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/git-bash
https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/obsolete_technology.png


Introduction to Version Control 
Systems



Lesson Objectives

• Define Version Control

• Understand the benefits of 

version control

• Review short history of Version 

Control Systems

• Understand the basics of how 

version control systems work

“Piled Higher and Deeper” by Jorge Cham, http://www.phdcomics.com



Objective: 
What is “version control”, and why should you care? 

Version control, also known as source control, is the practice of tracking and managing 
changes to software code and/or project documents. 

Version Control is a common feature set of Software Configuration Management (SCM) 
tools.

Version control systems (VCS) are tools that help teams manage changes to source code 
and/or project documents over time.

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-About-Version-Control

With VC systems, you can 

• revert selected files back to a previous 

state, revert an entire project back to a 

previous state

• compare changes over time

• see who last modified something that 

might be causing a problem

• see who introduced an issue and when it 

was introduced. https://smutch.github.io/VersionControlTutorial/



Objective: 
Other benefits of using version control
• Collaboration - Version control allows us to define formalized ways we can work 

together and share writing and code. 

• Versioning - Having a robust and rigorous log of changes to a file, without renaming 

files 

• Rolling Back - Version control allows us to quickly undo a set of changes. This can be 

useful when new writing or new additions to code introduce problems.

• Understanding - Version control can help you understand how the code or writing came 

to be, who wrote or contributed particular parts, and who you might ask to help 

understand it better.

• Backup - While not meant to be a backup solution, using version control systems mean 

that your code and writing can be stored on multiple other computers.



Objective: 
History of Version Control Systems

o VC Systems have been around since the early 
1980s and are used by many large companies. 

o However, many of these are now considered 
legacy systems (i.e., outdated) due to various 
limitations in their capabilities. 

o More modern systems are distributed; 
meaning that they do not need a centralized 
server to host the repository. 

o These modern systems also include powerful 
merging tools that make it possible for 
multiple authors to work on the same files 
concurrently.



Objective: 
Understanding how version control works

+ changes

Independent changes on the same document

Two sets of changes into the same base document



Objective: 
Centralized versus Distributed VCS

https://www.atlassian.com/blog/software-teams/version-control-centralized-dvcs

Centralized version control systems are based on the 

idea that there is a single “central” copy of your project 

on a remote server and programmers will “commit” 

their changes to this central copy.

• Microsoft Team Foundation Server [TFS]

• Subversion [SVN]

Distributed version control systems do not necessarily rely on a central 

server to store all the versions of a project’s files. 

Instead, every person has their own complete copy of the entire repository 

and make changes as they like. They “commit” changes or “check out” 

work from the remote repository whenever they like. 

A person can also “clone” a copy of a repository and has the full history of 

the project on their own hard drive. This copy (or “clone”) has all of the 

metadata of the original.

• Git

https://www.atlassian.com/blog/software-teams/version-control-centralized-dvcs


Version Control System: Git

Git is the actual open source distributed 

version control system [DVCS] that 

facilitates interactions between a person’s 

local computer and the source code 

repository. 

In Git, every project working is a 

repository that can contains the full 

history of all changes.

So – what is GitHub, GitLab, Bitbucket, SVN, 

CVS, TFS and all those other acronyms? 

Git is the tool as well as a distributed system. 

These others are remote repositories offered 

by VC Host Providers. 

They can be accessed via the web or on 

premise interface. 

Each of these VCS host providers offer similar 

tools as they are built on a common tool (git) 

but differ in focus, feature sets, price structure, 

and ownership.  



Version Control System: 
GitHub vs Bitbucket vs GitLab

GitHub has built a community of developers and 

organizations who contribute to almost every well-

known open source libraries, framework or tools. 

VCS Model: Distributed Version Control System

**Focus on open-source communities

Ownership:

GitHub was acquired by Microsoft in 2018 causing 

concern in the open source communities and 

developers re: intellectual property rights. 

It is the largest source code host as of November 2021.

GitHub reports having over 73 million developers and 

more than 200 million repositories (including at least 28 

million public repositories). 

Bitbucket Server (formerly known as Stash) is a 

combination Git server and web interface product written 

in Java and built with Apache Maven.  It also provides 

integration with other Atlassian tools.

VCS Model: Self-Hosted

**Focus on enterprise and business users. 

Ownership: Atlassian

April 2019 Atlassian announced that Bitbucket now boasts 

more than 10 million registered users and over 28 million 

repositories



Gitlab is a git repository offering services i.e.. 

containers, orchestration, various reports etc. It 

is focused on DevOps tools which can deploy 

and test applications.  

VCS Model: Self-Hosted Centralized Version 

Control System

Additional services

o Docker Registry / Free Docker registry

o CI tools

**Focus on dev teams within an enterprise

Ownership: Open Source | Gitlab Inc. 

GitLab has an estimated 30 million registered 

users, with 1 million being active licensed users.

Version Control System: 
GitHub vs Bitbucket vs GitLab

xkcd: Git

https://xkcd.com/1597/


Summary

• Version control is used to keep track of what one person did and when. It is 

a system which provides an unlimited ‘undo’ when working on project 

documents. 

• Automated version control systems track changes + metadata about the 

document as separate content from the content of the base (initial version) 

of a document or file. 

• Repositories can be kept in sync across different computers, facilitating 

collaboration among different people.

• Modern VC systems offer powerful merging tools that make it possible for 

multiple authors to work on the same files concurrently.



Setting up Git



Lesson Objectives

• Configure git for first time

• Understand --global configurations



Objective: 
Configure git for the first time

1. Programmers name and email address

2. Preferred text editor

3. What settings to use for every project (global configurations)

In Bash, commands begin with git keyword

Git command looks like git verb options
verb => what you want to do
options => additional information that might be needed 
to accomplish what you want to do. 



Objective: 
Understand --global configuration

The --global option flag indicates to use the setting throughout the 
project. To configure your name and email address: 

Tips & Tricks

To keep your email private: 
git config -–global user.email “<github username>@users.noreply.github.com”

To change the way Git recognizes and encodes line endings:

Your name and email address!



Objective: 
Understand --global configuration

To change the way Git recognizes and encodes line endings: 

git config --global core.autocrlf true [Windows]

git config --global core.autocrlf input [MAC]

NOTE: crlf stands for carriage return line feed. 

Windows inserts 2 chars and Linux/MacOS inserts a new line (one) character.

Why configure this? Git will report diff errors when evaluating source code. The various 

carriage returns will create diff errors.  



Objective: 
Understand --global configuration

To set preferred text editor: git config --global core.editor “<text editor>”



Objective: 
Understand --global configuration

To view listing of configurations at anytime: git config --list

If you need to use git via proxy, 

use the global configuration 

command:

To disable the proxy, use 

the following global 

configuration command: 

To access and view the help manual : git config --help or git config -h



Summary
There are a few steps that should be completed when setting up git on your development 

environment for the first time. 

Commands start with the git keyword followed by a verb plus options. 

To configure global settings - use: git config --global 

The -–global flag tells Git to use the provided settings for every project for the current user 

on that particular computer.  

Best Practice: Set/check for the username and email address. This information is captured as 

metadata for the project and displayed in the remote repostitory.

To configure the preferred editor:



Creating a local repository



Lesson Objectives

• Create a local Git repository

• Describe purpose of .git directory

• Describe how to check the repo’s status

• Describe how to check for an existing repository

• Describe how to remove files from the repository



Use Case Scenario: 

Four colleagues working on climate change data at research 

centers located across four different geographic locations.  They 

each maintain weekly and monthly reports accompanied by the 

appropriate data. 

Issue: Currently the group uses GoogleDocs to create and share their monthly write-

ups.  However, the separate monthly location write-ups need to be collated into a 

single document for HQ. This is accomplished by copying and pasting the monthly 

reports into another file.

Issue: Each site maintains their own spreadsheet of data. However, the consolidated

monthly report needs each sites data to be noted in the appropriate tab in a single
workbook.



Objective: Create a local Git repository

Create a directory to store project files and 
local repository. 

1. Create a folder - mkdir climatereport

2. Once its created, move into (change 
directory) the new directory so we can 
make create a local repository. 



Objective: Create a local Git repository

3. To create a repository within a project folder, we initialize it using 
the command: git init

The system will display a message that will verify that the repository and 

all subdirectories was created or initialized. If you browse to the directory, 

you will also find a .git subdirectory.



Objective: 
Describe purpose of .git directory
If you execute the bash ls command to list the contents of the 

climatereport directory, it’ll appear empty. 

The .git directory stores all information about your project.

Deleting this directory will mean you also delete your projects history. 

Adding the –a flag will show all 

hidden files and directories. 

Adding the –l flag will show additional metadata 

about the directory. 



Objective: 
Describe how to check for an existing .git 
directory
The purpose of .git directory is to create a place to store and track 
changes of a project. As well as have the ability to playback or rollback 
changes if necessary. 

• The .git directory stores this information and only needs to be 
created once. 

• Creating multiple .git directories defeats this purpose and will cause 
‘nested’ repositories with conflicting tracking histories. 

• Before creating a new .git directory,  use the git status command 
to check for conflicts:



Objective: 
Describe how to remove files from repository
To remove (rm) files from the working tree of 
the repository but not your project directory –
use bash command rm

To remove an entire directory, use bash 
command rm –r (recursive)  or the use the flag –f to 
force the execution. 

To ensure you do not delete the wrong directory, its always a 

good practice to check your current working directory by 

running the bash command: pwd



Summary

After performing the initial setup 

steps, create a local folder to store 

your project files.

• Navigate into the folder and run 

the command git init – to 

create or initialize the repository

• Run the command ls –a to view 

all the files and directories to 

include the hidden ones

Tips & Tricks

Only need to execute the git init
command once. 

✓ This means creating the 

repository at the highest level 

folder possible where all 

necessary project files are found 

and that you want to share. 

✓ Avoid adding files and directories 

to the repository that you do not 

intend to share or track using git. 



Add >> Commit >> Push Repeat



Lesson Objectives

• Explain git snapshots

• Explain where information is stored 

at each stage

• Run through the modify-add-

commit cycle

• Distinguish the difference between 

descriptive and non-descriptive 

commit messages.
xkcd: Git Commit

https://xkcd.com/1296/


Objective:
What are git snapshots? 
• The primary benefit of collaborating with a VCS is to track and 

identify changes on a shared document. 

• When ‘saving’ changes, you use the git commit command 

(explained momentarily). 

• A commit is basically a snapshot or representation of the current 

state of your tracked files.  

• As noted previously, the .git directory stores the metadata –

references to & the changes of each snapshot; sometimes called 

a manifest. 

• Git only tracks the differences between manifests from the first 
moment it was tracked.

https://github.blog/2020-12-17-commits-are-snapshots-not-diffs/



Objective: 
Explain where information is stored

The Git index is a staging area between the working directory 

and repository. It is used to build up a set of changes that you 

want to commit together.

https://www.javatpoint.com/git-index



Objective: 
Run through modify -add-commit cycle

1. Check which directory in which we are working by running 
the bash command pwd

2. Create a new text file qtr3-reports.txt and using your 
favorite text editor add some filler content: 

To exit vim, press the ESC

key and type vim 

command :wq

To begin editing in vim, 

press i key for insert. 

https://randomtextgenerator.com/



3. Verify that the file was created and check the contents by 
using bash commands: ls and cat qtr3-report.txt

So what is an ‘untracked’ file? It is a file that git is not aware 
of and changes for the file are not being versioned (tracked). 

Objective: 
Run through modify-add-commit cycle

Checking the file status, 

we find that we have an 

untracked changes 



4. Type git add qtr3-report.txt to add to the project’s 
tracking history.

Objective: 
Run through modify-add-commit cycle

Type git status to 

confirm that the file 

has been staged or 

being tracked by git.



Git is now tracking the changes but the file has not been saved and a 
copy has not been stored inside the .git directory. 

Use the git commit command to accomplish this.

git commit –m <message> records a short, descriptive comment.

git commit with no flag will launch the default configured 
editor to allow a longer message to be captured.

Objective: 
Run through modify-add-commit cycle

Good commit messages are brief (less than 50 characters) and describe the changes 

made. “If applied, this commit will…..”

Leaving a blank line between the summary line, you can leave additional detailed notes. 



Update the file with new text

Objective: 
Run through modify-add-commit cycle

Check the status after the update: 

git status – will confirm the file was modified but report that “no 
changes added to commit”

Type the command 

git add qtr3-report.txt or git add . 

to add changes to working directory. 

If all is well, save (commit) the modified file, use the commands: 
git commit –m “ <add some relevant comments> ”. 



Summary
• Files can be stored in a project’s working directory (which users see), the 

staging area (where the next commit is being built up) and the local repository 

(where commits are permanently recorded).

• Git uses a two-stage commit process. Changes to files must first be added to 

the staging area, then committed to the repository.

• Write a commit message that accurately describes your changes.

git add puts changes to a file in the staging area.

git commit saves the staged content as a new commit in the 

local repository.

Git Cheatsheet

https://education.github.com/git-cheat-sheet-education.pdf


Tracking Changes



Lesson Objectives

• Describe how to check the repo’s status

• Describe how to list all commits made to the repository.

• Explain how git tracks directory



Objective: 
Describe how to  check project status

To check the status of the project – which branch or whether or 
not files have been saved (committed) to local repository. 

Use the command: git status



Objective: 
Describe how to use git log

Type the command git log to list all commits made to the repository. 

The log is a listing: 

• In reverse chronological order

• Includes the commit’s full identifier which starts with the short identifier 
displayed after saving/committing the file

• Displays the author/programmer of the commit

• When the commit was created

• The actual message that was added to the commit



Objective: 
Describe how Git tracks directory

1. Git does not track directories. It only tracks changes within the files 

within the directory. 

2. You can add all files in a directory all at once. 



Extra Stuff



Summary

git status shows the status of a repository.

git log is a record of commits.  It is a utility tool to review and read a history 

of everything that happens to a repository. 

• Git doesn't store its data like an operating file system. Instead, Git thinks of its 

data more like a set of snapshots of a mini filesystem.

• When we commit our changes, Git takes everything we have told it to save and 

stores a copy permanently inside the special . git directory. This permanent 

copy is called a commit (or revision) and is assigned a identifier.

• These snapshots/commits can be viewed or tracked using the git log 
command. 



Exploring History



Lesson Objectives

• Explain what the HEAD pointer references

• Explain what commit revision numbers and identifiers are

• Describe how to identify & compare old versions of files

• Describe how to review changes

• Explain how to recover old versions of files. 

• Describe error message: Detached HEAD



Objective: 
Explain what is HEAD in the repo

HEAD – points to a git branch and refers to the most recent commit 

of the working directory within the current branch.

StackOverflow: What is Head?

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/2304087/what-is-head-in-git/2304106#:~:text=The%20HEAD%20in%20Git%20is,the%20next%20commit%20you%20do


Commit identifiers –
revision numbers

Commit identifiers are a reference 

to the repository at a particular 

state of change. 

In general, when restoring to a 

previous version – git checkout 

HEAD~1 or HEAD~*

or use the appropriate identifier. 

Remember:  use the commit 

number that identifies the state of 

the repository before the change 

we’re trying to undo. 

A common mistake is to use the 

number of the commit in which we 

made the change we’re trying to 

discard.



Detached HEAD

NOTE: Use git checkout to reattach (restore) HEAD to the appropriate branch. 

A “detached HEAD” message means that 

HEAD (the part of git that tracks what 

your current working directory should 

match) is pointing directly to a commit 

rather than a branch. 

Any changes that are committed in this 

state are only remembered as long as 

you don't switch to a different branch



Detached HEAD

More details: Detached HEAD - cloudbees.com

https://www.cloudbees.com/blog/git-detached-head


Objective: 
Identify and use Git commit revision number

https://blog.thoughtram.io/git/2014/11/18/the-anatomy-of-a-git-commit.html

Git’s internal storage: commit objects, 

annotated tag objects, blobs & trees.





Sections pre and appended with @@ are called ‘hunks’ . Use 

contextual line numbers to instruct patch tool (or other 

processors know where to apply changes. 

Objective: 
Compare various versions of tracked file

git diff



Objective: 
Compare various versions of tracked file

git show

changes we made at an older 

commit as well as the commit 

message



Objective: 
Restore old versions of files
git checkout restores an old (or current) version of a file



Summary

• git diff displays differences between commits and current working directory.

• git show displays differences between current and previous commits. 

• git checkout recovers old versions of files.

• git revert reverses changes committed to the local and remote repositories.

Bash command cat reads data from a file and outputs the content to the 
screen. It can be used to create, view and/or concatenate files. 



Sharing your work: 
Remote Repositories



Lesson Objectives

• Demonstrate how to create a remote directory in GitHub

• Demonstrate how to link local repo with remote

• Describe how to push to/pull from a remote repository

• List a summary of the push/pull/merge cycle

• Describe how to track directories 



REVIEW: 
Centralized versus Distributed VCS

https://www.atlassian.com/blog/software-teams/version-control-centralized-dvcs

Centralized version control systems are based on the 

idea that there is a single “central” copy of your project 

on a remote server and programmers will “commit” 

their changes to this central copy.

• Microsoft Team Foundation Server [TFS]

• Subversion [SVN]

Distributed version control systems do not necessarily rely on a 

central server to store all the versions of a project’s files. 

Instead, every person has their own complete copy of the entire 

repository and make changes as they like. They “commit” changes or 

“check out” work from the remote repository whenever they like. 

A person can also “clone” a copy of a repository and has the full 

history of the project on their own hard drive. This copy (or “clone”) 

has all of the metadata of the original.

• Git

https://www.atlassian.com/blog/software-teams/version-control-centralized-dvcs


REVIEW: 
Working Directory and  the Staging Area

Executing the git add command specifies the changes to be tracked 

and need to be saved. 

Executing the git commit will save the changes and places them in 

permanent storage.



Objective: 
Create A Remote Repository with GitHub

1. Create or log into your GitHub account: 

https://github.com/<github_username>

2. Create a new remote repository – do not add any additional files or 

add a licenses.

https://github.com/




1. Check that openssl is installed & up-to-date

2. Generate a ssh key pair

3. Launch and register key with SSH agent

4. Open public key with text editor and copy

Objective: 
Generating keys and using the ssh-agent



Register keys with Github
Hang in there – almost done
5. On the upper right of the page, 

click on the image (icon/avatar) that 

represents you/your account and 

select/click on SETTINGS

6. When redirected > from the left rail under 

ACCESS select/click on SSH and GPG keys

7. Click on the NEW SSH KEY button to open 

the text area where you will paste your private 

key.



Last step…(before you test that is)



Retest Connection



SSH Resources

Check that you have the latest SSL crypto software - https://www.openssl.org/

Great YouTube Video – How HTTPS Works (...and SSL/TLS too) - YouTube

https://www.openssl.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10aVMoalON8


Objective: 
Create a reference from local repo to remote

git remote add 
command is used to create 

the URL that will be used to  

‘link’ your local repo with 

your remote repo. 



Objective: 
Push from local to remote repository

Image: https://intellipaat.com/blog/tutorial/devops-tutorial/git-tutorial/

The git push command 

is used to upload local 

repository content to a 

remote repository. 

Pushing is how you transfer 

commits from your local 

repository to a remote repo.

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-push



Objective: 
Push your changes from local to remote



Extra Stuff | main or master



Objective: 
Pull from a remote repository

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/git-tutorial/git-pull-request

The git pull command is used 

to fetch and download content 

from a remote repository and 

immediately update the local 

repository to match that content.

The git pull command is 

actually a combination of two 

other commands, git fetch 

followed by git merge.

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-pull



Objective: 
Create a branch and sync local repository with 
remote
3. From local directory, add reference to remote repository.

4. Recheck that the communication between repos. 

5. Create a new branch in local and remote repository (second branch)

6. PUSH the local branch changes to remote branch

7. Within your remote repository, merge branch content into the 

main/master branch

8. PULL remote main/master to merge with local main/master

[at this point, a team would be creating Pull Requests [PRs] and the person 

designated as the ‘merge master’ would be reviewing the changes and merging 

the approved changes to the main/master branch] 



More about fetch and pull

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/git-difference-between-git-fetch-and-git-pull/

Git Fetch is the command that 

tells the local repository that there 

are changes available in the remote 

repository without bringing the 

changes into the local repository. 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Git Pull on the other 

hand brings the copy of the 

remote directory changes 

into the local repository.

https://pandiera.gr/%CE%B8%CE%B1-%CE%BC%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%8D%CF%83%CE%B5-%CE%BD%CE%B1-%CE%B5%CE%AF%CF%87%CE%B5-%CF%80%CE%AC%CE%B5%CE%B9-%CE%B1%CE%BB%CE%BB%CE%B9%CF%8E%CF%82-%CE%BC%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%8D/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Summary

• A local Git repository can be connected to one or more remote repositories.

• Use the HTTPS protocol to connect to remote repositories until you have 

learned how to set up SSH.

git push copies changes from a local repository to a remote repository.

git pull copies changes from a remote repository to a local repository.



Ignoring Things



Lesson Objectives

• Configure Git to ignore specific files.
• Explain why ignoring files can be useful.



Objective: 
Explain why ignoring files can be useful

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/gitignore-
what-is-it-and-how-to-add-to-repo/

Project folders contain many other directories and files 

which are related and relevant for the project but do not 

need to be tracked. 

Additionally, integrated development environments (ide) 

and operating systems create hidden system files which 

you do not want tracked. 

A gitignore file specifies intentionally untracked files that 

Git should ignore. Files already tracked by Git are not 

affected.

Additional Resources: 

• Git-SCM: Gitignore

• gitignore.io

• GitHub: Gitignore Templates

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/gitignore-what-is-it-and-how-to-add-to-repo/
https://git-scm.com/docs/gitignore
https://www.toptal.com/developers/gitignore
https://github.com/github/gitignore


Summary

• The .gitignore file tells Git what files to ignore and not track.

• An exclamation point (!) operator will create an exception/exclusion in 

.gitignore file.

• The order of operations or application of rules is read from the top down.

NOTE FROM Tracking Changes: 
• Git does not track directories on their own, only files within them.
• .gitkeep files are created and stored in empty directories in order to force git to 

track the directory

* is used as a wildcard match

/ is used to ignore pathnames relative to the .gitignore file

# is used to add comments to a .gitignore file

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/gitignore-what-is-it-and-how-to-add-to-repo/



Merge Conflicts



Lesson Objectives

• Explain what conflicts are and when they can occur.
• Resolve conflicts resulting from a merge.



Objective: 
Describe how conflicts occur & best practices

Git’s ability to resolve conflicts is very useful, but conflict 

resolution costs time and effort, and can introduce errors if 

conflicts are not resolved correctly. 

• Pull from upstream more frequently, especially before 

starting new work

• Use topic branches to segregate work, merging to main 

when complete

• Make smaller more atomic commits

• Where logically appropriate, break large files into 

smaller ones so that it is less likely that two authors will 

alter the same file simultaneously



Summary

• Conflicts occur when two or more people change the same lines of the 

same file.

• The version control system does not allow people to overwrite each 

other’s changes blindly, but highlights conflicts so that they can be 

resolved.



Extra Stuff & Resources



Other Notes



Additional Resources

Git Cheat sheet - https://education.github.com/git-cheat-sheet-education.pdf

Git Documentation & Videos - Git - Documentation (git-scm.com)

Learn Git with: 

GitHub - GitHub Learning Lab
Bitbucket - Learn Git with Bitbucket Cloud | Atlassian Git Tutorial
GitLab - Learn GitLab with tutorials | GitLab

https://education.github.com/git-cheat-sheet-education.pdf
https://git-scm.com/doc
https://lab.github.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/learn-git-with-bitbucket-cloud
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/tutorials/


Version Control with Git


